
does not tell, you or give you the answer of the quesion that we are aiscussing.

The question we are after is, what does this word mean. This word is

translated here by the nglish version "borrow". What uo we mean by borrow?

The question w'at Es do the King James translaters mean by borvow. The

question is what do we mean now by the word? By borrow we mean to request

someone or not only request but to secure your request from someone to give you

something with a definite promise or with clear implication that yo'i are going

to return, it. That is what we mean by borrow. Now I want you first to find out

what the Hebrew word is. This is an assignment for everybody in the cass. I

want you to find. out what the Hebrew word is used in every case wher' it speaks of

the Israelites borro' ing from the Egyptians. If there are different words, of

course, take them separately. If there are the same words, deal with one.

(Cueetiofl) Well, I think it is only in Exodus where it speaks of the

Israelites borrowing of the rptians. If you find another case, take that into
Here is our question.

consideration also. I think it is only in xodus. A This word in nglish means

not merely o ask. You dcn1t say I borrowed fifty dollars from the bank -

you went into the bank and asked them for fifty dollars and they said, no. "y U

-740 - / do
didn't borrow it. To borrow means to ask for and to get it. So that we

It means a definite promise or clear implication that you are going to return.

Now I want you to find, at least two cases,xzsx preferably five where this

word is used in Scripture and I don't care whether the Inglish translates it

borrow or whether it translates it request or ask or require or how it translates

it, but to find :if possible five, at least two, instances where the word

means to get something or at least to ask for something with the promise
of return. If you cannot find it-you see this particular case is the one we are

studying and threfore this case txxtizof does not old on our present

question. e want to sight other cases as well. Now if you'll finu. a case where

it says that txsxg a man went arid he did whatever this word is from someone

to get money for the harvest and. said I'll pay yoU back next year. It presants

a case in which there is involved a definite promise to pay. Or lot where it tells
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